Once have designed a functional data-parallel language called BSML for programming bulk synchronous parallel algorithms, a model of computing which allows parallel programs to be ported to a wide range of architectures. BSML is based on an extension of the ML language with parallel operations on a parallel data structure named parallel vector. The execution time can be estimated. Dead-locks and indeterminism are avoided. For large scale applications where parallel processing is helpful and where the total amount of data often exceeds the total main memory available, parallel disk I/O becomes a necessity. In this paper, we present a library of I/O features for BSML and its formal semantics. A cost model is also given and some preliminary performance results are shown for a commodity cluster. [11] and many other scientific and engineering problems can involve data sets that are too large to fit in the main memory and therefore fall into this category. For another example, the Large Hadron Collider of the CERN laboratory for finding traces of exotic fundamental particles (web page at lhc-new-homepage.web.cern.ch), when starts running, this scientific instrument will produce about 10 Petabytes a month. The earth-simulator, the most powerfull parallel machine in the top500 list, has 1 Pentabyte of total main memory and 100 Petabytes of secondary memories. Using the main memory is not enough to store all the data of an experiment.
Bulk Synchronous Parallelism.
A BSP computer contains a set of processormemory pairs, a communication network allowing inter-processor delivery of messages and a global synchronization unit which executes collective requests for a synchronization barrier. For the sake of conciseness, we refer to [46, 5] 
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. These parameters can easily be obtained using benchmarks [28] . The execution time of a super-step¨is thus the sum of the maximal local processing time, the maximal data delivery time and the global synchronization time, i.e, Time© 
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) is the number of words transmitted (resp. received) by processor ) of communication (resp. local computation). Bulk Synchronous Parallelism and the Coarse-Grained Multicomputer, CGM, which can be seen as a special case of the BSP model are used for a large variety of applications. As stated in bsp p : u n i t i n t b s p l : u n i t f l o a t b s p g : u n i t f l o a t mkpar : ( i n t [13] "A comparison of the proceedings of the eminent conference in the field, the ACM Symposium on Parallel Algorithms and Architectures between the late eighties and the time from the mid-nineties to today reveals a startling change in research focus. Today, the majority of research in parallel algorithms is within the coarse-grained, BSP style, domain".
Bulk Synchronous Parallel ML.
BSML does not rely on SPMD programming. Programs are usual "sequential" Objective Caml (Ocaml [33] ) programs but work on a parallel data structure. Some of the advantages are of simpler semantics and better readability: the execution order follows (or, at least, the results are such as seems to follow the excution order) the reading order. There is currently no implementation of a full BSML language but rather a partial implementation as a library for OCaml (web page at http://bsmllib.free.fr/).
The so-called BSMLlib library is based on the elements given in figure 2. We usually write f as fun pid e to show that the expression 0 may be different to each processor. This expression 0 i s said to be local, i.e, a usual ML expression. The expression (mkpar f) is a parallel object and it is said to be global. A usual ML expression which is not within a parallel vector is called replicate, i.e, which is similar to each processor. A BSP algorithm is expressed as a combination of asynchronous local computations (first phase of a superstep) and phases of global communication (second phase of a superstep) with global synchronization (third phase of a superstep). Asynchronous phases are programmed with mkpar and apply such that (apply (mkpar f) (mkpar e)) stores (( f i )( e i )) on process The expression apply vf vv is then evaluated to:
Readers familiar with BSPlib [28] will observe that we ignore the distinction between a communication request and its realization at the barrier. The communication and synchronization phases are expressed by put. Consider the expression: put(mkpar(fun i fs6 )) F 5
. 
at expresses communication and synchronization phases. Without it, the global control cannot take into account data computed locally. Global conditional is necessary for expressing algorithms like: Repeat Parallel Iteration Until Max of local errors ¦ § . The nesting of par types is prohibited and the projection should not be evaluated inside the scope of a mkpar. Our type system enforces these restrictions [22] .
Examples.
2.3.1. Often Used Functions. Some useful functions can be defined by using only the primitives. For example the function replicate creates a parallel vector which contains the same value everywhere. The primitive apply can be used only for a parallel vector of functions which take only one argument. To deal with functions which take two arguments we need to define the apply2 function. l e t r e p l i c a t e x = mkpar ( fun p i d x ) l e t a p p l y 2 v f v1 v2 = apply ( apply v f v1 ) v2 It is also common to apply the same sequential function at each process. This can be done using the parfun functions. They only differ in the number of arguments to apply: l e t p a r f u n f v = apply ( r e p l i c a t e f ) v l e t p a r f u n 2 f v1 v2 = apply ( p a r f u n f v1 ) v2 l e t p a r f u n 3 f v1 v2 v3 = apply ( p a r f u n 2 f v1 v2 ) v2 It is also common to apply a different function on a process. applyat 
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¥ © at other processes: l e t a p p l y a t n f 1 f 2 v = apply ( mkpar ( fun i i f i =n then f 1 e l s e f 2 ) ) v
Communication Function.
Our example is the classical computation of the prefix of a list. Here we make the hypothesis that the elements of the list are distributed to all the processes as lists. Each processor performs a local reduction, then sends its partial result to the following processors and finally locally reduces its partial result with the sent values. Take for example the following expression:
T S It will be evaluated to:
. The BSP cost formula of the above function (assuming op has a small and constant cost) is thus
d enotes the size in words of a value compute by the scan and the length of the biggest list held at a process. We have the time to compute the partial prefix, the time to send the partial results, time to performs the global synchronization and the time to finish the prefix.
Advantages of Functional BSP Programming.
One important benefit of the BSP model is the ability to accurately predict the execution time requirements of parallel algorithms. Communications are clearly separated from synchronization, i.e., this avoid deadlocks and it can be performed in any order, provided that the information is delivered at the beginning of the next super-step. This is achieved by constructing analytical formulas that are parameterized by a few values which captured the computation, communication and synchronization performance of a parallel system.
The clarity, abstraction and formal semantics of functional language make them desirable vehicles for complex software. The functional approach of this parallel model allows the re-use of suitable techniques from functional languages because a few numbers of parallel operators is needed. Operators of the BSML language with a strict strategy are derived from a confluent calculus [37] so parallel algorithms are also confluent and keep the advantages of the BSP models: no deadlock, efficient implementation using optimized communication algorithms, static cost formulas and cost previsions. The lazy evaluation strategy of pure functional language is not suited for the need of the massively parallel programmer. Lasy evaluation has the unwanted property of hiding complexity from the programmer [27] . The strict strategy of Ocaml makes the BSMLlib a better tool for high performance applications because programs are transparent in the sense of making complexity explicit in the syntax. Also, as in functional languages, we could easily prove and certify functional implementation of such algorithms with a proof assistant [1, 4] as in [20] . Using the extraction possibility of the proof assistant, we could generate a certified implementation to be used independently of the sequential or parallel implementation of the BSML operators.
External Memories.
3.1. The EM-BSP model. Modern computers typically have several layers of memory which include main memory and caches as well as disks. We restrict ourselves to the twolevel model [55] because the speed difference between disk and main memory is much more significant than between other layers of memory. [16] extended the BSP model to include secondary local memories. The basic idea is simple and it is illustrated in Figure 3 .1. Each processor has, in addition to its local memory, an external memory (EM) in the form of a set of disks. This idea is applied to extend the BSP model to its EM version called EM-BSP by adding the following parameters to the standard BSP parameters:
(i) § is the local memory size of each processor, (ii)¨is the number of disk drives of each processor, (iii) is the I/O costs incurred by processor d uring super-step ! . We refer to [16] to have the EM-BSP complexity of some classical BSP algorithms.
Examples of EM algorithms.
Our first example is the matrix inversion which is used by many applications as a direct method to solve linear systems. The computation of the inverse of a matrix can be derived from its LU factorization. [8] presents the LU factotization by blocks. For this parallel out-of-core factorization, the matrix is divided in blocks of columns called super-blocks. The width of the super-block is determined by the amount of physical available memory: only blocks of the current super-block are in the main memory, the others are on disks. The algorithm factorizes the matrix from left to right, superblocks by super-blocks. Each time a new super-block of the matrix is fetched in the main memory (called the active super-block), all previous pivoting and update of a history of the right-looking algorithm are applied to the active super-blocks. Once the last super-block is factorized, the matrix is re-read to apply the remaining row pivoting of the recursive phases. Note that the computation is done data in place, the matrix has been first distributed on processors and thus, for load balancing, a cyclic distribution of the data is used.
[9] presents PRAM algorithms using external-memory for graph problems as biconnected components of a graph, minimum spanning forest or ear decomposition. One of them is the 3-coloring of a cycle apply for finding large independents sets for the problem of list ranking (determine, for each node @ of a list, the rank of @ define as the number of links from @ to the end of the list). The methods for solving it is to update scattered successor and predecessor colors as needed after re-coloring a group of nodes of the list without sorting or scanning the entire list. As before, the algorithms works groups by groups with only one group in the main memory.
The last example is the multistring search problem which consists of determining which of pattern strings occur in another string. Important applications on biological databases make use of very large text collections requiring specialized nontrivial search operations. [19] describes an algorithm for this problem with a constant number of super-steps and based on the distribution of a proper data structure among the processors and the disks to reduce and balance the communication cost. This data structure is based on a blind trie built on the suffixes of the strings and the algorithm works on longest commom prefix on such tries and by lexicographic order. The algorithm takes advantage of disks by only keep a part of a bind trie in the main memory and by collecting subpart of tries during the super-steps.
External Memories in BSML.

Problems by Adding I/O in BSML.
The main problem by adding external memories and so I/O operators to BSML is to keep safe the fact that in the global context, the replicate values, i.e, usual OCaml values replicate on each processor, are the same. Such values are dedicated to the global control of the parallel algorithms. Take for example the following expression: l e t c h a n= o p e n i n " f i l e . d a t " i n i f ( a t ( mkpar ( fun p i d ( p i d mod 2 ) = 0 ) ) ( i n p u t v a l u e c h a n ) ) then s c a n d i r e c t ( + ) 0 ( r e p l i c a t e 1 ) e l s e ( r e p l i c a t e 1 )
It is not true that the file on each processor contains the same value. In this case, each processor reads on its secondary memory a different value. We would have obtained an incoherent result because each processor reads a different integer on the channel chan and some of them would execute scan direct which need a synchronization. Others would execute replicate which do not need a synchronization. This breaks the confluent result of the BSML language
Network Router [28] where the authors note that only the I/O operations of the first processor are "safe". Another problem comes from side-effects that can occur on each processor. Take for example the following expression: l e t a=mkpar ( fun i i f i = 0 then ( o p e n i n " f i l e . d a t " ) ; ( ) e l s e ( ) ) i n ( o p e n o u t " f i l e . d a t " ) where () is an empty value. If this expression had been evaluated with the BSMLlib library, only the first processor would have opened a file in a read mode. After, each processor opened a file with the same name in a write mode except the first one. This file has already been opened in read mode. We would also have an incoherent result because the first processor raised an exception which is not catch at all by other processes in the global context. This problem of side-effects could also be conbinated with the first problem if there is no file at the beginning of the computation. Take for example the following expression: l e t c h a n= o p e n o u t " f i l e . d a t " i n l e t x=mkpar ( fun i i f i = 0 then ( o u p u t v a l u e 0 ) e l s e ( ) ) i n o u p u t v a l u e 1 ; c l o s e c h a ; l e t c h a n= o p e n i n " f i l e . d a t " i n i f ( a t ( mkpar ( fun p i d ( p i d mod 2 ) = 0 ) ) ( i n p u t v a l u e c h a n ) ) then s c a n d i r e c t ( + ) 0 ( r e p l i c a t e 1 ) e l s e ( r e p l i c a t e 1 )
The first processor adds the integers 1 and 2 on its file and other processors add the integer 2 on their files. As in the first example, we would have a breakdown of the BSP computer because the read integer would not be the same and at is a global synchronous operator.
The proposal solution.
Our solution is to have two kinds of files: global and local ones. In this way, we also have two kinds of I/O operators. Local I/O operators do not have to occur in the global context and global I/O ones do not have to occur locally. Local files are in a local file system which is present in each process as in the EM-BSP model. Global files are in a global file system. They need to be the same in the point of view of each node. The global file system is thus in shared disks (as in figure 4 .1) or as a copy in each process. They thus always give the same values for the global context. Note that if they are only shared disks and not local ones, the local file systems could be in different directories, one per process in the global file system (in general such file systems are not within the same directories).
An advantage having shared disks is the case of some algorithms which do not have distributed data at the beginning of the computation. As those which sort, the list of data to sort are in a global file at the beginning of the program and in another global file at the end. On the other hand, in the case of a distributed global file system, the global data are also distributed and programs are less sensitive to the problem of faults. Thus, we have two important cases for the global file system which could be seen as new parameters of the EM-BSP machine: have we shared disks or not ?
In the first case, the condition that the global files are the same for each processor point of view requires some synchronizations for some global I/O operators as created, opened or deleted a file. For example, it is impossible (un-deterministic) for a process to create a file in the global file system if at the same time another process deleted it. On the other hand, reading (resp. writing) values from (resp. to) files do not need any synchronization. All the processes read the same values in the global file and only one of the processors need to really write the value on the shared disks. In this way, shared disks are not flushed. In the case of a global output operator only one of the processors write the value and in the case of a global input operator the value is first read from the disks by a processor and then is read by other processors from the operating system buffers.
In the second case, all the files, local and global ones, are distributed and no synchronization is needed at all: each processor read/write/delete etc. in its own file system. But at the beginning, the global file system need to be empty or replicate to each process and the global and local file systems are in different directories.
Note the many modern parallel machines has concurrent shared disks. Such disks are always considered as user disks, i.e, disks where the users put the data needed for the computation whereas local disks are only generally used for the parallel computation of algorithms. For example, the earth simulator has 1,5 Pentabytes for users as mass storaged disks and a special network to access to them. If there are no shared disks, NFS or scalable low level libraries as in [36] are able to simulate concurrent shared disks. Note also that if they are only shared disks, local disks could be simulated by using different directories for the local disks of the processors (one directory for one processor).
Our new model.
After some experiments to determine the EM-BSP parameters of our parallel machine, we have found that operating systems do not read/write data in a constant time but in a linear time depending on the size of the data. We also notice that there is an overhead depending on the size of the blocks, i. Our proposed solution gives the processes access to two kinds of files: global and local ones. By this way, our model called EM © -BSP extends the BSP model to its EM © version with two kinds of external memories: local and global ones. The local file system will be on local concurrent disks as in the EM-BSP model. The global one will be on concurrent shared disks (as in figure 4.1) if they exist or replicate on the local disks. The EM © -BSP model is thus able to take into account the time to read the data and to distributed them into the processors. The following parameters are thus adding to the standard BSP parameters:
is the local memory size of each processor, (ii)¨ is the number of independent disk of each processor, (iii) 
¢
is the time to read/writeẅ ords on the shared concurrent disks. It could depend on¨in some parallel machine as clusters but it could depend on many other hardware parameters if, for example, there is a special network to access to the shared concurrent disks.
( 
New Primitives.
In this section we describe the core of our I/O library, i.e, the minimal set of primitives for programming EM © -BSP algorithms. This library will be incorporated in the next release of the BSMLlib. This I/O library is based on the elements given in figure 4.3. As in the BSMLlib library, we have functions to access to the EM © -BSP parameters of the underlining architecture. For example, embsp loc D() is¨ the number of local disks and glo shared () gives if the global file system is shared or not.
Since we have two file systems, we need two kinds of names and two kinds of abstract types of output channels (resp. input channels): glo out channel (resp. glo in channel) and loc out channel (resp. loc in channel) to read/write values from/to global or local files. Therefore, we can open a named file for writing. The primitive return new output channels on that file. The file is truncated to zero length if it already exists. Either it is created or the primitive will raise an exception if the file could not be opened. Now, with our channels, we can read/write values from/to the files. This feature is generally called as persistence. To write the representation of a structured value of any type to a channel (global or local), we used the following functions: (glo output value Cha v) which write the replicate value v to the opened global file and (loc output value cha v) which locally write the local value v to the opened local file. The object can be then read back, by the reading functions: ( glo input value Cha) (resp. ( loc input value cha)) which return from the global channel Cha (resp. local channel) the replicate value Some v (resp. local value) or None if there is no more value in the opened global file (resp. local file). This is the end of the file. Such functions read the representation of a structured value and we refer to [34] in order to have type safe values in channel and how to read it in a safe way. The behavior is unspecified if any of the functions above is called with a closed channel.
Note that only local or replicate values could be written on local or global files. Nested of parallel vectors is prohibited and thus loc output value could only write local values. It is also impossible to write on a shared global file a parallel vector of values (global values) because these values are different on each processor and glo output value is an asynchronous primitive. Such values could be written in any order and could be mixed with other values. This is why only local and replicate values should be read/write from/to disks (see section 6).
After, read/write values from/to channels, we need to close them. As previously, we need four kinds of functions: two for the input channels (local and global ones) and two for the output channels. For example, ( glo close out Cha), closes the global output channel Cha which have been created by glo open out.
The last primitive copies a local file from a processor to the global files system. It is thus a global primitive. (glo copy n f F) copies the file f from the processor n to the global file system with the name F. This primitive could be used at the end of a BSML program to copy the local results from local files to the global (user) file system. It is not a communication primitive because used as a communication primitive, glo copy has a more expensive cost than any communication primitive (see section 6). In the case of distributed global file system, the file is duplicated on all the global file systems of each processors and thus all the data of the file are all put into the network. On the contrary, in the case of global shared disks, it is just a copy of the file but, access to the global shared disks is generally slower than put values into the network and read them back by another process.
The glo delete and loc delete primitives delete a global or a local file if it is first closed. Note that all the behaviour primitive work if there is shared disks or not. The final result of any program would be the same (but naturally without the same total time, i.e, without the same costs). Now, to better understand how these new primitives work, we describe a formal semantics of our language with such persistent features.
High Order Formal Semantics.
Mini-BSML.
Reasoning on the complete definition of a functional and parallel language such as BSML, would have been complex and tedious. In order to simplify the presentation and to ease the formal reasoning, this section introduces a core language as a mini programming language. It is an attempt to trade between integrating the principal features of persistence, functional, BSP language and being simple. The expressions of mini-BSML, written 0 p ossibly with a prime or subscript, have the following abstract syntax: to open a file as a channel in read mode (resp. write mode), close r (resp. close w ) to close a channel in read mode (resp. write mode), read, write to read or write in a channel and delete to delete a file. All those operators are distinguished with a subscript which is © f or a local operator and¨for a global one. We also have our parallel operators: mkpar, apply, put and at. The recursive local binding is used to defined natural iteration functions and have more expressiveness. We have also two kinds of files and channels: the local and the global ones. We noted them possibly with a prime: and we refer to [39] for an introduction to the types of the ML language and to [22] for those of BSML. 
High Order Semantics.
The dynamic semantics is defined by an evaluation mechanism that relates expressions to values. To express this relation, we used a small-step semantics. It consists of a predicate between an expression and another expression defined by a set of axioms and rules called steps. The small-step semantics describes all the steps of the language from an expression to a value. We suppose that we evaluate only expressions that have been type-checked [22] (nested of parallel vectors has been prohibited). Unlike in a sequential computer with a sequential programming language, a unique file system (a set of files) for persistent operators is not sufficient. We need to express the file system of all our processors and our global file system. We assume a finite set
which represents the set of processor names and we write f or these names and X for the whole parallel computer. Now, we can formalize the files for each processor and for the network. We write returns an empty value. The write operation writes a new value into the file using the channel. delete deletes a file from the file system if it has been fully closed. close closes a channel. Now channels are not able to access to this file.
Second, for the whole parallel machine, we have the same operations except for the global file system. The special operator copy i copies one file of one processor into the global file system. Now, the complete definitions of our two kinds of reductions are: 
Context of evaluation.
It is easy to see that we cannot always make a head reduction. We have to reduce "in depth" in the sub-expressions. To define this deep reduction, we define two kinds of contexts, i.e, an expression with a hole noted that have the abstract syntax given in Figure 5 .5. The hole gives where expressions could be reduced. In this way, the contexts give the order of evaluation of the arguments of the construction of the language, i.e, the strategy of the language. The context is used to define a global reduction of the parallel machine: global operators as parallel operators and global persitence operators. For example, is used to define that the last processor first computes the argument of the open r primitive. Now we can reduce "in depth" in the sub-expressions. To define this deep reduction, we use the inference rules of the local context rule:
and the global context rule:
So, we can reduce the parallel vectors and the context gives the name of the processor where the expression is reduced. We can remark that the context gives an order to evaluate an expression but not for the parallel vectors and this rule is not deterministic. It is not a problem because the BS -calculus is confluent [37] . We can also notice that our two kinds of contexts used in the rules exclude each other by construction because the hole in a for the global external memory) for £ words. Note that, in the case of an empty file, the value to be read would have be an empty value with an empty size. Thus the cost would just be the overhead. In this way, we have the costs of "operating system I/O calls". Depending on the global file system is shared or not, the global I/O operators have different costs and some barrier synchronizations are needed ( figure 6.2) .
Local operators are asynchronous operators. They belong to the first phase of a superstep. In the case of a distributed global file system, a global operator has the same cost as a local operator: there is no shared data. But, in the case of global shared disks, global operators are synchronous operators because they modify the global behaviour of the EM © -BSP computer. The two exceptions are glo output value and glo input value which are asynchronous global operators because only one process really has to write this value (which is a replicate value and thus the same on each processor) or each processor read this value. Read this value could be done in any order. Different channels are positioned at different places in the file but read the same values for the same places. For example, opening a global file needs a synchronization because glo output value and glo input value are asynchronous operators and never a processor could write in a global file when another reads in this file or opens it in read mode. With this barrier of synchronization, all the processors open (resp. close) the file and they could exchange each other the fact that they have well opening (resp. closing) the file or not. In this way, § b ooleans are sent on the network and a global exception will be raise if there are any problem.
Formal Cost Composition.
The costs (parallel evaluation time) above is context independent. This is why our cost model is compositional. The compositional nature of this cost model relies on the absence of nesting of parallel vectors (our static analysis enforces this condition [22] ) and the fact of having two kinds of file systems. A global I/O operator which accesses to a global file and which could make some communications or synchronization never occurs locally. If the nesting was not forbidden, for a parallel vector As explained above, if the global file system is shared, only one process really has to write a value to a global channel. In this way, if this value is different on each processor (case of a parallel vector of values) then processors would asynchronously write different values on a shared file and we will not be able to reconstruct this value. The confluence of the language would be lost. In the case of a distributed global file system, this problem does not occur because each processor writes the value on a different file system. Programs would not be portable because they would be architecture dependent. The compositional nature of the cost model is also lost because the final results would depend on the EM © -BSP architecture and not on the program. This is why it is forbidden to write global values to keep safe the compositional nature of the cost model. Note that the semantics forbid a parallel operator or a parallel persistent operator to be used inside a parallel vector and also forbid a local persistent operator to be used outside a parallel vector.
Experiments.
7.1. Implementation. The glo channel and loc channel are abstract types and are implemented as array of channels, one channel per disk. The current implementation used the thread facilities of Objective Caml to write (or read) on the¨-disks of the computers: we create¨-threads which write (or read) on the¨channels. Each thread has a part of the data represented as a sequence of bytes and write it in parallel with other threads. To do this, we need to serialize our values, i.e., transform our values into a sequence of bytes to be written on a file and decoded back into a data structure. The module Marshal of the Objective Caml language provides this features.
In the case of global shared disks, one of the processors is selected to really write the value, in our first implementation, each of them in turn. To communicate boolean, we used the primitive of communication of BSML: a total exchange of the booleans which indicate if the processor has well opened/closed the file or not. The global and the local file systems are in different directories that are new parameters of the language. The global directory is supposed to be mounted to access to the shared disks or is in different directories in the case of a distributed global file system. Therefore, global operators accessed to the global directory and local operators accessed to the local directories. In the case of shared disks without local disks, for example, using the library in a sequential machine as a PC, local operators use the "pid" of the processor to distinguish the local files of the different processors.
Example of functions using our library.
Our example is the classical computation of the prefix of a list. Here we make the hypothesis that the elements of the list are distributed on all the processes as files which contain sub-parts of the initial list. Each file is thus cut out on sub-lists with ¤ ¡ Ï ¢ elements where ! i s the size of an element. We now describe the algorithm. We first recal the OCaml code sequential part of our algorithm: l e t i s n c = f u n c t i o n None t r u e ¦ f a l s e l e t noSome ( Some v )= v ( F s e q s c a n l a s t : (
) l e t s e q s c a n l a s t op e l = l e t r e c s e q s c a n ' l a s t l a c c u = match l with [ ] ( l a s t , ( L i s t . r e v a c c u ) ) ¦ hd : : t l ( l e t n e w l a s t = ( op l a s t hd ) i n s e q s c a n ' n e w l a s t t l ( n e w l a s t : : a c c u ) ) i n s e q s c a n ' e l [ ] where seq scan last 1 0
To compute the prefix of a list, we first locally compute the prefix of the local lists located on the local files. For this, we used the following code: ( 
¢ ¡ F
) l e t s e q s c a n l i s t i o op e n a m e i n name tmp= l e t c h a i n = l o c o p e n i n n a m e i n i n l e t c h a t m p = l o c o p e n o u t name tmp i n l e t r e c s e q s c a n ' l a s t = s e q s c a n ' ( f s t b l o c k 2 ) i n l e t r e s = s e q s c a n ' e i n l o c c l o s e i n c h a i n ; l o c c l o s e o u t c h a t m p ; r e s
The local file is open with another temporary file. For all the sub-lists of the file, we compute the prefix and the last elements of these prefixes. Then, we write these prefixes to the temporary file and we close the two files. Second, we compute the parallel prefix of the last elements of each prefix of the files. Third, we add those values to the temporary prefix to have the final result. ( ) l e t s c a n l i s t d i r e c t i o op e n a m e i n name tmp n a m e o u t = l e t l a s t s = p a r f u n ( s e q s c a n l i s t i o op e n a m e i n ) ( r e p l i c a t e name tmp ) i n l e t t m p v a l u e s = s c a n d i r e c t op l a s t s i n p a r f u n 3 ( a d d l a s t op ) t m p v a l u e s ( r e p l i c a t e name tmp ) ( r e p l i c a t e n a m e o u t )
For example of the use of global files, we give the code of the distribution of the sub-lists to the processors: for each block of the initial list, one processor writes it to its local file. ( For small lists and thus for a small number of data the overhead for the external memory mapping makes the BSML program outperform the EM © -BSML one. However, once the main memory is all utilized, the performance of the BSML program degenerates (cost of the paging mechanism to have a virtual memory). The EM © -BSML program continues "smoothly" and clearly outperforms the BSML code. Note that there is a step between the prevision of the performances and the true performances. This is due to the garbage collector of the Objective Caml language: in ML the abstract machine managing the resources and the memory as Java, in the opposite of C or C++ where the programmer has to allocate and deallocate the data of the memory. Using I/O operators and thus a less naive algorithm achieved a scalability improvement for a big number of data. 
